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Inverse scope readings, defined as readings that reverse the surface syntactic order of 
quantifiers, have been a puzzle for a very long time. Traditionally, there have been two 
opposing positions on the relationship between inverse scope readings and surface scope 
readings (readings that do respect the syntactic order of quantifiers). One position, traced 
back to Keenan (1975), assumes that while surface scope readings come for 'free' from 
sentence syntax, inverse scope readings are somehow 'special'. We may understand this 
position to mean that sentence syntax can generate surface scope readings but not inverse 
scope readings, and the emergence of inverse scope readings requires an additional 
mechanism. The other position, originated by May (1977), maintains that surface and 
inverse readings are derived similarly by sentence syntax. 
 While the field predominantly has been adopting the latter position, we believe that 
the choice is merely a matter of convenience; there is no concrete evidence that the latter 
positions is preferred to the former. It has been pointed out by Liu (1990), Ben Shalom 
(1993), and Hayashishita (1999; 2004; 2012), among others, that the availability of in-
verse scope readings is more limited than that of surface scope readings. 
 One option is to capture the limited availability of inverse scope readings by elaborat-
ing on sentence syntax (e.g., Szabolcsi 1997 Beghelli & Stowell 1997) or some filter 
mechanism imposed on sentence syntax (e.g., Fox 2000). To our knowledge, there have 
been no such attempts that successfully capture the relevant data. But pursuing it does not 
require a specification of a special mechanism. 
 Another option is to spell out the syntax and semantics of the special mechanism, a 
tall order. In this squib, we would like to argue that most, if not all, of the necessary in-
gredients are already 'on the market', and hint of a way one might be able to try and com-
bine them to get the desired specification. 
 A key ingredient in this recipe is the quite old claim that inverse scope readings in-
volve the notion of 'topic'. If that is accepted, what is still needed can be enumerated as 
follows: 
 

1. A specification of the conditions under which a quantifier can serve as topic       
(e.g., Cresti 1995) 
2. A model of the grammar that allows topichood to affect the input to semantics 
(e.g., Erteschik-Shir 1997) 
3. A specification of how topichood affects that input (cf. Eilam’s 2011 assumption 
that topics are the highest nodes in the relevant syntactic structure) 
4. A compositional dynamic semantics that can in principle incorporate a notion like 
'topic' (e.g., Brasoveanu 2010) 
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If this combination can be effected, one could have a quite 'traditional' account of inverse 
scope readings, using a combination of already existing tools. 
 Finally, there is also a small side benefit: if Brasoveanu (2010) interprets structures 
where syntactic and semantic order of quantifiers match, it would not need to assume lex-
ical entries like WAS BITTEN for verbs like 'bite' to effect inverse scope readings. Much 
work still remains, but perhaps no wheel needs to be re-invented. 
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